INFERNO OUTDOOR
SOUND BARRIER : DATA SHEET

uninhabitable, the sound barrier destroys this
renders the protected area uninhabitable &
forces intruders to retreat immediately.

window and with it, the intruder’s ability to inflict
damage and loss.

significantly reduces costs of intrusions by
limiting the intruders’ time inside.
generates an utterly intolerable
sound spectrum, broadcast at 125dB.
compatible with all existing alarm systems,
simple to retrofit and install.

The Outdoor’s patented sound generator has
recently been optimized, resulting in substantially
improved runtime and a significant reduction in
power consumption. Designed, manufactured
and assembled in Sweden to ultra-high standards,

environmentally shielded (IP54) to permit
trouble-free operation in demanding conditions

the Outdoor is encased in a rugged aluminium
and plated-steel shell, making it both

ultra-high Swedish quality & durability.

durable and attractive.

The Outdoor is an environmentally
shielded version of the all conquering
Intenso. It is equipped with a protective
membrane that effectively seals the unit against
ingress of water, dust and other contaminants. It is
thus ideally suited to installations where it will be

TECHNICAL SUMMARY
Protective capability:

Up to 70m²

Dimensions: (mm)

685 x 106 x 40

situations where airborne particles such as dust

Weight:

1.7kg

and moisture have the potential to interfere with

Frequency range:

2 - 5kHz

Acoustic effect:

125 - 127dB (A)

Battery backup:

9.6V,1800mAh,Ni-MH

Battery lifetime:

3 years

Power consumption:

12-16V DC, <150mA

Runtime:

> 30 minutes

Temperature range:

-10 to +60°C

IP class:

IP54

exposed to harsh environmental conditions -

normal operation. It is typically installed
undercover, above external doorways often
targeted as a point of access.

Inferno sound barriers protect premises and
objects that demand a heightened level of security.
They are typically deployed in situations where
conventional security equipment has/will fail
to provide sufficient protection. The intruder

Forcing the intruder to depart immediately,
empty handed and without confrontation,
is the ultimate solution in any intrusion.

depends on the “window of opportunity” that
exists between detection and arrival of security

Inferno - intolerable to intruders.

personnel. By rendering an area
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